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WHAT’S IN THIS MONTH’S ISSUE

Dear Reader,
 
Welcome to the fifth issue of Weld Purging World for 2021.

This month marked a huge achievement for us at HFT® reaching 20,000 PurgEye® 100’s sold. 
These 100 ppm Weld Purge Monitors® are in use Worldwide, helping Welders achieve those 
sought after zero colour welds when welding stainless steel. 

On page 10 you will find our Technical Article Argweld Weld 
Trailing Shields® Protect Welds, where we highlight the 
benefits of using a Shield during TIG welding.

If you have any information that you would like to be featured 
in future issues of this publication, please contact me. 
 
As always, we hope you enjoy the issue. 

Best wishes,

Michaela
Marketing and Social Media Manager 
michaelahess@huntingdonfusion.com
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argweld Weld trailing shields® are neW and iMproVed.

the biggest feature about the new model is the unique torch attachment, which not only can be 
used by left or right handed welders, but means the welder can change different shield sizes without 
having to change the welding torch.

life made easier for welders, left or right handed.

old Model          neW and iMProved Model 

argweld Weld trailing shields® allow the user to weld faster, save money and produce bright, shiny 
welds.

they provide high quality gas coverage when welding the following materials:

• titanium, zirconium, nickel and cobalt alloys
• duplex steels
• stainless steels
• other reactive metals

Benefits of welding with argweld Weld trailing shields®:

• reduce gas consumption
• save re-work
• eliminate wasted material costs and rejected welds due to contamination 

the argweld Weld trailing shield® is connected to the argon gas supply, diffusing gas evenly 
without turbulence through the multi layers of stainless steel mesh built into the body of the shield. at 
each side, replaceable silicone rubber side shields provide a barrier to prevent the argon escaping 
sideways and remaining over the weld metal. as the welding torch is moved forward, the weld 
remains under an argon gas shield until the welded metal has cooled below its temperature at which 
it becomes sensitive to contamination.

argweld Weld trailing shields® are reusable, with a temperature resistance of up to 230ºc. they 
prevent re-work, eliminate the need for an expensive purge chamber and allow for faster welding.
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OUT WITH THE OLD AND IN WITH THE NEW

suitable for welding titanium, zirconium, 
nickel, and cobalt alloys, stainless and 
duplex steels and other reactive metals. 
argweld Weld trailing shields® save re-
work, reduce gas usage and save wasted 
material costs by avoiding rejected welds 
due to oxidation.

there are many other brands similar to our 
argweld Weld trailing shields® that are 
available. please ensure that you specify 
“Genuine argweld Weld trailing shield® 
with quick release torch mechanism for 
right and left handed welders” when making 
your purchasing requisition, so that you don’t receive a cheaper, lower quality device.



this month marked a huge milestone for us. since its 
launch in 2012, we have sold over 20,000 purgeye® 
100’s.

Georgia Gascoyne, Managing director for hft® 
said: “pictured is the very first purgeye® 100 (serial 
number sn000001). selling 20,000 purgeye® 100 
Weld purge Monitors® Worldwide in less than 10 
years is an incredible achievement for us.”

the low cost, hand held, battery operated purgeye® 
100 is perfect for obtaining zero colour, oxide free 

welds in stainless steel, reading accurately from atmospheric oxygen level (20.94%), right down to 
100 ppm (0.01%). 

ip65 rated, the purgeye® 100 and comes with long life sensor, leak-tight push buttons, auto 
calibration and a vacuum-sealed leak-tight probe assembly.  the monitor has a clear, easy to read 
lcd screen with features such as a low battery icon as 
well as the low sensor icon. When the monitor is not in 
use, an automatic sleep mode activates to conserve 
battery life. 

it is important not to use alternative low cost oxygen 
analyzers or other oxygen safety monitors as they are 
calibrated under ambient conditions and therefore 
unsuitable for measuring purge levels down to 0.01% as 
the purgeye® 100 does. 

the Weld purge Monitor® was invented by hft® in 
the 1970s and with over 40 years of innovation, design 
and manufacturing experience, the company now has a 
family of purgeye® Weld purge Monitors® to measure 
oxygen levels from atmospheric content (20.94%) down 
to 1 ppm (accurate to 10 ppm).
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20,000 PURGEYE® 100’S SOLD
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for welding nickel alloy, titanium and stainless steel tubes 
and pipes, including stubs, elbows and tees, huntingdon 
fusion techniques hft® have designed and developed 
clinically clean, white nylon Weld purge plugs™, providing a 
great barrier for weld purging.

luke Keane, technical sales Manager for hft® said: “When 
other purge systems cannot be used, Weld purge plugs™ 
can be used to make a suitable barrier for purging pipes, 
tubes or fittings.”

“these low cost, lightweight Weld purge plugs™ are available for a variety of applications for pipe 
sizes 0.5 to 6” (12 to 152 mm) diameter eliminating the need for welders to create their own homemade 
purging dams out of unsuitable materials such as foam, paper or cardboard.

Manufactured from engineering quality nylon 
with rubber seals made of natural black rubber 
as standard, however special plugs can be 
made to order with sealing rings made of 
silicone, viton or nitrile rubbers, making them 
suitable for use with petrochemical fluids, 
high temperatures or any other conditions 
that might arise during use.

the plugs are supplied with a hollow shaft 
with an outside ½” Bsp thread for screwing 
on a standard hose connection or solid shaft 
versions up to 1.5” diameter for pressure 
testing.

typical applications for Weld purge plugs™ include small diameter pipes, short, complicated or variable 
size assemblies where a purging system or inflatable dam would be too long or other purging equipment 
may not be available or practical. hft®’s nylon plugs can be used for many other applications, including 
garden ponds, pools and spas and on yachts. other applications include the stopping of pipes to prevent 
foreign bodies or liquids from entering or gases and liquids from escaping, blocking pipes in order to 
carry out routine maintenance, repair work and leak testing. as “overnight stoppers” they provide a strong 
barrier in pipeline activities, to prevent foreign bodies entering the line during downtime.

WELD PURgE PLUgS fOR LOW cOST TUbE AND PIPE PURgINg



the increasing popularity of Grade 9 titanium alloy has brought with it 
some questions about weldability.

Grade 9 titanium alloy contains 3% aluminium and 2.5% vanadium, 
less alloying material than the more common Grade 5 (6% aluminium 
and 4% vanadium). Grade 9, alternatively referred to as ti-3-2.5, offers 
improved resistance to corrosion and better mechanical strength and 
is now routinely used in applications as diverse as aircraft hydraulic 
tubes and high specification bicycle frames.

Weldability of ti-3-2.5 is good provided that the necessary precautions are taken. due to the reactive 
nature of titanium and its alloys, inert gas shielding must be in place on both the od and id of tubes 
and protection assured when welding plate and sheet.

huntingdon fusion techniques hft® has products designed specifically to provide the necessary 
inert gas protection. hft® manufactures a range of advanced tube and pipe purging systems, 
including Quickpurge® and purgelite® coupled with Weld purge plugs™ for purging the insides 
of tubular components, which can accommodate all tube and pipe diameters between 13 mm and 
2,235 mm (up to 88”).

additional protection systems for the topsides of both tubular and flat welds, are provided by argweld 
Weld trailing shields®.

for total inert gas protection, particularly useful for welding complex shapes, can be assured through 
the use of flexible Welding enclosures®. all these products are in widespread use globally.
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WELDAbILITY Of gRADE 9 TITANIUm ALLOY

ImPROVED PERfORmANcE WHEN USINg mULTISTRIkE® TUNgSTEN ELEcTRODES

tungsten electrodes are used during tungsten inert Gas (tiG) or 
plasma welding and are the most important consumable during 
welding. however they are often manufactured using thoria, dust 
from which poses a risk to health.

recognising both the performance requirement and the health 
benefits, huntingdon fusion techniques hft®’s Multistrike® 
tungsten electrodes not only deliver an increased overall 
performance, they also contain a mix of non-radio-toxic compounds. 
these Multistrike® electrodes give at least 10 times more arc 
striking capacity than alternative electrodes tested under the same conditions.

Multistrikes® can be used for welding aluminium with the ac process, as well as steels and alloys 
with the dc process, which allows the welder to have just one type of tungsten electrode to weld 
all materials and reduce the amount of stocks and purchasing requisitions.

Multistrike® provide savings through longer life, more strikes per electrode before re-grinding, less 
re-work, less wastage and lower power requirements. there is now no need to stock a range of 
electrode types – Multistrike® does everything.
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historical use of some metallic alloys such as titanium was limited by the cost and problems 
associated with processing, not least welding. however, a recognition of the high strength to weight 
ratio and corrosion resistance now continues to spearhead their use in the aerospace and sports car 
sectors and in the nuclear and process industries. in the aerospace industry alone titanium content 
on wide bodied aircraft has increased in the last five years by over 22%.

Whilst these alloys offer significant advantages over alternative materials, especially in reducing 
weight and increasing corrosion resistance, fabrication using fusion welding needs a specialised 
approach to avoid the introduction of contamination and reduction of mechanical strength that can 
lead to failure in service.

fusion Welding 

the potential problems associated with fusion welding of some alloys have been recognised for many 
years. a comprehensive nasa report (ref 1) from as long ago as 1965 noted the significance of pre-
weld cleaning and the use of protective gas during the welding process. More recent publications 
(ref 2 and 3) refer to the need for adequate protection against oxidation.

cleaning Principles

contamination of the weld metal and the adjacent heat affected zones can reduce ductility to an 
unacceptably low value. so much so that cracks may occur even in conditions of only moderate 
restraint.
oils and greases on and near the weld joint must be removed and protective gloves used during 
subsequent handling. nitrile or lint-free gloves are suitable.

Whenever possible, dedicated tools and a dedicated workstation should be made available to 
minimise the risk of cross contamination from other metals. this includes dust from aluminium, 
stainless steel and other common alloys. cleaning procedures are well established (ref 3).

Inert gas Protection

the oxides formed when metals are exposed to high temperatures can cause embrittlement. for 
these reasons, all parts of the weld and heat-affected zone must be shielded from the atmosphere 
until the temperature drops below 400°c.

TEcHNIcAL ARTIcLE - ARgWELD® WELD TRAILINg SHIELDS® PROTEcT WELDS
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there are two possibilities for providing adequate protection. undertaking the welding operation in 
a vacuum is used extensively in the aerospace industry and the electron beam welding process is 
effective in this respect.

however, these vacuum options can be very expensive unless large numbers of identical components 
need to be joined. a more practical alternative is to use inert gas to provide a protective environment 
and this, in conjunction with specialised welding equipment and accessories and procedures, is now 
in widespread use.

the colour of welds can be used as a useful indicator of shielding effectiveness and, indirectly, weld 
quality. Weld colours reflect the degree to which the weld was exposed to atmospheric oxygen at 
elevated temperature. a bright silvery metallic lustre generally can be taken as an indication of a 
good weld. as an example, table 1 presents colour ranges for titanium alloys.

Bright silver         acceptable            Violet   unacceptable
silver   acceptable    dark Blue         unacceptable
light straw  acceptable    light Blue  unacceptable
dark straw  acceptable    Green   unacceptable
Bronze  acceptable    Grey   unacceptable
Brown   acceptable    White   unacceptable
 

Table 1 Colour criteria ranges for welds in titanium alloys.

Argweld® Weld Trailing Shields®

primary shielding of the molten weld can be provided by careful design of the welding torch. 
standard torches may be suitable, but a large ceramic cup is essential to provide even nominal 
primary shielding for the entire molten weld. significantly better shielding can be provided by using 
an argweld Weld trailing shield®, the function of which is to protect the solidified weld metal and 
associated heat-affected zones until the temperature falls below 400°c.

the argweld Weld trailing shield® concept, developed to provide inert gas protection behind the 
welding torch was introduced over 50 years ago. it has been redesigned recently by huntingdon fusion 
techniques ltd to take advantage of technical developments and improvements in manufacturing 
techniques and materials.

the company is established as the leading international supplier of trailing shields, having sold well 
over 5000 argweld Weld trailing shield® Worldwide.

assured quality is guaranteed through the company’s commitment to manufacture entirely in the 
uK.

Fig 1 Company premises and manufacturing process
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argweld® Weld trailing shields® from huntingdon fusion techniques, hft® have been designed 
specifically for use with GtaW (tiG) or paW (plasma) torches and provide a high level of additional 
inert gas shielding to supplement that supplied by the basic torch.

there are models for flat sheet welding and radiused versions for all diameters of pipe or circumferential 
tank welding. the radiused versions are supplied for either external or internal welding.

principle features of contemporary argweld® Weld trailing shield®:

- a multi-mesh gas distribution system ensures even, non-turbulent gas flow over the surface being 
welded.

- the welding torch is mounted on the leading end of the shield and inert gas fed through quick-
connect ports behind the fusion zone. thanks to a unique clip design alternative argweld® Weld - 
trailing shield® sizes can be accommodated without having to change the welding torch.

- a seal between the shield and the work is assured through the use of flexible, pre-formed and 
easily replaceable silicone skirts. turbulence inside the cavity is avoided by passing the gas through 
a fine mesh filter above the fusion zone.

Fig 2 Details of advanced Argweld Weld Trailing Shield®
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choosing an Argweld® Weld Trailing Shield®

selection is dependent upon a number of factors, but the following need to be considered;

- the extent to which oxidation is to be limited along the weld length.

- thickness of material being welded.

- Welding process being used (paW has a different heat input than GtaW).

- Welding speed and current.
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